
6. ALTERNATIVE PROTECTION MEASURES (SHI TO MAPLE LANE) 

6.1 General 

Three alternative arrangements of river training and protection measures were 
drawn up, to indicate the range of options that would be applicable to the river 
reach from SHI to Maple Lane (W0330 to W0440). Each alternative would 
give rise to a consistent set of measures, but would imply a different 
management approach, with various advantages and disadvantages. Following 
discussioils of these alternatives, a fourth arangement was drawn up that 
combiiled features from the three indicative alternatives. This alternative met 
the overall objective, with the best balance over the criteria of available capital 
budget, security from river erosion and environmeiltal and amenity 
enhancement. 

The protection measures from Maple lane to Jim Cooke Park (W0330 to 
W0260) have not been discussed in this report, but will generally follow the 
approach taken in this reach SHl to Maple Lane, i.e. mainly bank linings arouild 
the outer side of bends to the channel alignment. The appropriateness of 
measures will depend on the site specific conditions along the reach, the existing 
state of the river channel and the capital investment budget available at the time 
of proposed construction. 

6.2 Rock Lining Alternative 

A standard approach to river training and bank protection along a reach of river 
lilce the Waikanae River downstream of the State Highway, is the use of 
continuous rock linings along the outer, erosion side, bank of the river bends. In 
this approach, the lining alternates from one side of the river to the other, to 
match the meandering oscillation of the river. The linings are positioned to 
define the edge of the river channel, bend by bend, with vegetation being used 
along the opposite side, and to form transitions at each end of the linings. 

In this case the channel edge is rigidly defined, and the channel meandering 
must take place within the edge constraints imposed. The main body of flood 
flows tends to be drawl in close to the edge liiling, with the deep scour hole at 
bends tending to be enlarged and moved downstream. Linings must then be 
long enough and founded deep enough to minimise topping up or additions due 
to outflanking andlor undermining. If a lining fails, then the flow response tends 
to generate a substantial erosion embayment, with a progressive unravelling of 
the lining. Where the river is, in general, degrading, then the risks of 
undermining failures increase over time. 

There is less constraiilt on the berm vegetation alongside the river channel when 
the channel edge is coiltinuously defined by a rock lining. There is then more 
opportunity for planting native species. However, if the vegetation ilnmediately 
beside the lining is not strong enough to prevent scouring from the overland 

"9% berm flows, then the lining can fail at the crest where there are strong berm 
flows back to the main channel. 
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This alternative is shown in diagrammatic form on Figure 1. 

The capital construction cost of this alternative for the Project reach of the 
Waikanae River has been roughly estimated at $700,000. This cost is 
significantly above the budget allowance. 

6.3 Rock Groynes & Linings Alternative 

Where river training is proposed, to re-align the river channel or reclaim an area 
of river channel, then groynes, that deflect flood flows, are particularly useful. 
They work best in sets, with each groyne just nudging the river flow. The 
localised turbulence around the head of a groyne means that larger sized rock is 
necessary, and there is a localised scour hole. In contrast to linings, sets of 
groynes tend to maintain the deep scour area around the centre of bends, and 
rock collapses at the groyne heads does not threaten the overall integrity of the 
works. 

While the amount of rock topping up is lilcely to he greater for groynes than 
linings, changes in the channel shape, with meander migration, is more easily 
accommodated by sets of groynes, while channel degradation is also more easily 
accommodated. 

In this alternatives, the primary river training works are sets of groynes, but light 
linings have been retained between the groynes, to maintain as many 
opportunities as possible for native re-vegetation on the berm land alongside the 
river channel. 

At the Kebbel Cliff bend, the lining has been replaced by a different 
arrangement of rock worlcs that specifically suit the tight bend conditions against 
this high and only slowing eroding cliff. At the upstream end a special 
arrangement of groyne worlcs will deflect the flood flows entering the bend, and 
assist in forming and containing the strong spiral flows that form at such tight 
bends. This will reduce the erosion pressures against the cliff, while the height 
of the cliff and the stronger materials present at the base of the cliff can be relied 
upon to minimise the rate of cliff retreat. At the downstream end a rock ramp 
will reduce erosion pressures by maintaining higher channel bed levels around 
the bend, and ensue a consistent flow pattern from this tight bend to the 
downstream reach. 

This alternative is shown in diagrammatic form on Figure 2 

The capital construction cost of this alternative for the project reach of the 
Wailtanae River has been roughly estimated at $675,000. This cost is only 
slightly less than the rock lining alternative, and still above the budget 
allowance. 
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6.4 Groynes & Vegetation Alternative 

Rock groynes are used in this altemative, with the same arrangement of rock 
works at the tight Kebbel Cliff bend. In this case, though, a zone of protection 
vegetation, made up of willows and alders has replaced the light linings between 
the groynes. To minimise the risks of outflanking behind the groynes, by berm 
flows, light permeable retards, of piles and timber walings (or cross members) 
would be constructed beside the rock groynes, and sunrounded with protection 
vegetation. Permeable groynes, also of piles and timber walings would be 
positioned within the protection vegetation, to provide additional edge strength, 
and assist in the deflection of flood flows. 

The channel edge vegetation will then be mainly willows, backed up with alders, 
and the opportu~ities for more diverse vegetation, using native species, is 
reduced. 

This alternative is shown in diagrammatic form on Figure 3. 

The capital construction cost of this alternative for the project reach of the 
Waikanae River has been roughly estimated at $475,000. This cost is well 
within the project budget, and there would be a significant amount available for 
follow up work, including vegetation re-establishment and topping up of the 
groynes. 

This alternative is the most cost effective approach for channel stabilisation suld 
protection against erosion. However, it involves a substantial enlargement of the 
willow areas along the river. This reduces the vegetation diversity of the river 
environment, and increases the likelihood of willow encroaclunent into the 
active river channel, and hence on going vegetation management costs. 

6.5 Combination Groyne & Vegetation Alternative (Preferred Option) 

This altemative involves a selection of groyne and lining works that meets the 
project objective with the best balance of protection efficiency and 
environmental and amenity enhancement. The use of permeable pile and timber 
waling structures has been minimised, and the opportunities for native re- 
vegetation increased by some use of light linings between groynes. 

This alternative is shown in diagrammatic form on Figure 4 

The capital construction cost of this alternative for the project reach of the 
Wailtanae River has been roughly estimated at $550,000, to the same design 
standard as the other alternatives. 
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The longer term cost effectiveness of rock works is affected by the standard of 
the initial construction, principally in the amount of rock placed and foundation 
depths. Using this combination alternative, the project cost was then increased 
to around $600,000, by increasing the amount of rock to be placed initially in the 
main groynes. This additional cost will maximise the initial level of protection e 

within the available project budget, and reduce on going maintenance costs, in 
particular the costs of topping up the groynes. 

Following the final design of the rock works the amount of rock in the groynes 
and linings was altered somewhat, to give similar amounts to the initial 
estimates. However, after discussions with the Regional Council, additional 
worlts were added, in the form of some additional linings, and additional worlcs 
were required because of the 10 metre sideways shift of the design channel at 
Maple Lane. 

To keep the works including landscape and environmental enhancement within 
the available budget, the final design is shown on Figure 5. 

6.5.1 ICebbel Bend Worlts 

The rock works at the Kebbel Cliff bend are an unusual set of worlts, 
specifically designed for such an overtight bend formed by a high cliff that 
sharply deflects the course of the river. Some further explanation of these works 
is therefore in order. 

The most effective use of rock works for this over tight bend against a deflecting 
cliff, is a groyne arrangement at the upstream end, with the lower groyne having 
a long downstream point, and a ramp at the downstream end. Both the ramp and 
the downstream pointed groyne will have a positive influence on the flood flow 
pattern at the bend, acting as flow training worlts, as well as providing physical 
protection. 

The ramp will reduce erosion pressures at the bend, by retaining lugher bed 
levels as well as through its influence on the flow pattern. The control exercised 
over the flow pattern exiting the bend will assist in stabilising the meander 
pattern, and reduce erosion pressures downstream at Maple Lane. 

The downstream pointed groyne will act on the strong flow roller that forms at 
over tight bends, assisting in generating a smoother roller alongside the cliff, and 
hence reducing erosion pressures against the cliff. The positioning of this 
groyne, in terms of alignment and separation distance from the groyne to the 
cliff, is important to its effectiveness. In this case a physical model study would 
be the most effective way of determining the best layout, and the suitability of 
any rock worlcs around the bend. 
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7. ROCK WORKS 

There are a range of rock works, covering different types of groynes, linings of 
differing vulnerability and a main channel ramp. The required rock sizes were 

P 

determined from the flow velocity information obtained from hydraulic 
modelling. The approach talcen in determining appropriate sizes was the same 
as outlined in the 1992 'Channel Management' study. 

A Mike 11 hydraulic model of the study reach had been set up by the Regional 
Council, and information on flow velocities at channel cross sections was 
provided by the Council for a range of flood flows, up to a 10 year return period 
event, of 265 m3/s. A Hec-Ras hydraulic model from the water treatment plant 
to Jim Cooke park was set up by ACCG to compare the results from the two 
models as part of the study investigations. A sensible calibration could not be 
obtained from the information collected on levels and flow during the recent 
large flood events. This may be because the cross sections used were of the 
channel after the events, as it had been modified by reinedial channel shaping 
worlcs. 

Flood levels and velocities were calculated from the Hec-Ras modelling for 
flows up to an estimated 100 year return period flow, of 415 m3/s. This was 
done for main channel Mannings resistance factors of 0.030 and 0.040. 

Although there were significant differences in flood levels and velocities given 
at the channel cross sections by this modelling, an overall guide to reach 
velocities was provided. For the design of the rock worlcs calculated velocities 
at the higher end of the range were used, with maximum mean flow velocities of 
up to 3.5 d s .  

Rock sizes were calculated using a number of empirical formulae, for both 
groynes and linings, and design sizes determined from an overall assessment of 
this information. For the rock ramp the hydraulic conditions were determined 
by a specific computer programme, given the results of the reach hydraulic 
modelling. From this information required rock sizes were determined, with a 
zoning of rock along the length of the ramp. 

The design medium rock sizes (dso) for a greywaclce rock with a specific gravity 
of 2.65, are then as follows: 
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The thickness of rock in the structures has been determined froin the medium 
rock size, and is generally twice the medium size. The groyne heads are though 
completely made up of rock, without any core of fill materials, and their overall 
height is greater than twice the medium rock size. 

Rock gradings have also been drawn up using standard guidelines. However, as 
the rock for the largest size category, with a dSo of 1.25, would be very large and 
massive at the upper end of a standard grading, a more uniform grading was 
drawl up. 

Even with this grading modification for the largest roclc category the cost of 
supply was significantly higher than the smaller roclc, and above the originally 
estimated price. A revised rock size and grading was then drawn up that 
substantially reduced the size of the largest rocks, while reducing the medium 
size by a small margin. 

These rock gradings are shown on Figures 6 and 7. 

The maximum and minimum sizes for these gradings are as follows: 

The sizes and gradings for roclc of different specific gravity would have to be 
determined, and the roclc supply contract must allow for roclc of different 
densities. 

CLASS 

A 
B 
C 
Cmodified 

7.2 Rock Mass 

The dimensions and layout of the rock works are shown on the design drawings. 

Medium Size (m) 

0.6 
0.8 
1.25 
1.15 

Given these dimensions, the calculated masses of the items of rock works are as 
follows: 
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Minimum Size (111) 

0.25 
0.35 
0.55 
0.50 

Maximum Size (m) 

1.3 
1.7 
2.5 
1.95 



TOTAL 1 1700 1 4000 1 5225 

This the11 gives a total rock mass requirement of 10925 t, say 11000 t. 

. . 
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